
Smarty Tags [SmartyTags]

SmartyXOOPS uses the Smarty Template Engine and XOOPS themes have Smarty tags embedded in the
HTML code. Smarty tags are identified by the delimiters . The use of Smarty also allows you to embed PHP
code into your theme and make use of control structures (if, foreach, include) within your HTML.

The XOOPS core provides you with some of the smarty variables available to use in your theme and the
modules you use may also provide some additional variables. Here are some useful smarty variables:

XOOPS Information
  - XOOPS Version
  - path to XOOPS root
  - URL to XOOPS uploads directory
  - URL to XOOPS root
New Variables

  same as old $xoops_url
Site Information
  - Charset used on the page, e.g. ISO-8859-1
  - language code used for page (e.g. en for English)
  - Site Name
  - Site Slogan
Meta tag information
  - Meta tag keywords
  - Meta tag site description
  - Meta tag copyright text 
  - Meta tag robot information 
  - Meta tag rating information
  - Meta tag author information
  - Site footer textTheme Information
  - Name of theme folder
  - URL to theme's css file
  - URL to theme folder
New Variables

  same as old $xoops_imageurl
User Information
  - 1 if user is logged in, 0 if anonymous user
  - User name
  - Logged in user's preferred notification method
  - 1 if admin, 0 if not (Admin rights to current module is the deciding factor)
  - User's ID
Blocksonly available if block contains content

  - An array of the left blocks
  - Title Of The Block Thats In The $xoops_??blocks array
  - content displayed by the block
  If True, Shows Center Blocks ex:  center block's loop 
  - Array of center-left blocks
  - Array of center-center blocks
  - Array of center-right blocks
  - If True Shows Right Blocks ex:  right block's loop 
  - Array of right blocks
New variables

  - same as  - Array of top center-left blocks
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  - same as  - Array of top center-center blocks
  - same as  - Array of top center-right blocks
  - new block position - Array of bottom center-left blocks
  - new block position - Array of bottom center-center blocks
  - new block position - Array of bottom center-right blocks
  - same as  - An array of the left blocks
  - same as  - Array of right blocks
Page Information
  - Page title, often assigned by the currently viewed module so that it reflects the page content.
  - The content of the page
  - The name of the current module directory. If no module is being displayed, this = "system"
Banner
  - Retrieves the banner from System Admin > Banners
Miscellaneous
  - path to file name requested from XOOPS root (e.g. modules/news/index.php)
  - requested url (e.g. /modules/news/article.php?storyid=1)
Control Structures
 
 php code;
 

 
 what to do
 
 something to do if first condition is false and this condition is true
 
 something to if first condition is false and second condition is false
 

 
 what to do
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